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Founded in 1982 by a small group of entrepreneurs, Softtek started out in Mexico providing local IT services, and today is a global leader in next-generation digital 

solutions. The first company to introduce the Nearshore model, Softtek helps Global 2000 organizations build their digital capabilities constantly and seamlessly, from 

ideation and development to execution and evolution. Its entrepreneurial drive spans 20+ countries and more than 15,000 talented professionals.

SOFTTEK OVERVIEW
SOFTTEK OVERVIEWDevelop, integrate and modernize the entire technology portfolio. 

From enterprise application modernization, cloud migration, agile software development or cognitive testing; our Portfolio 
Transformation capabilities help organizations have the technology portfolio needed to successfully connect data, systems, 

people and things.

PORTFOLIO TRANSFORMATION 

THE SOFTWARE 
PORTFOLIO NEEDED 
FOR A SUSTAINABLE 

COMPETITIVE  
ADVANTAGE 

Our heritage stems from Software Engineering. We bring a quality approach that 
enhances the performance of our clients’ business through an ever-evolving 
application portfolio. From enterprise software, to application modernization, to 
agile application development.

• Achieve the value promise of SAP technology 

• Unlock the potential of Salesforce 

• Master digital transformation through APIs and Microservices 

• Modernize legacy applications 

• Accelerate growth through Enterprise Agile Development 

• Improve quality through cognitive testing 

• Bring business, operations and applications together through DevOps 

“Lean, Secure and effective… that is only possible when you have 
a partner like Softtek. Who are an integral part of our culture, 
understands your values and core business mandate”

Managing Director 
Head of Technology – Global Financial Services Conglomerate 

A powerful combination of technology expertise, tools, methodologies and service delivery capabilities provides the depth 
and breadth needed for successful digital initiatives. 

Value through technology portfolio transformation

We help organizations de-
sign, develop and implement 
business solutions on top of 
Salesforce suite of solutions. 

Salesforce Services 

Convert, rewrite or port 
legacy applications into 
modern cloud-based and 
mobile-ready environments.

Application Modernization 

Softtek delivers consulting, 
coaching, implementation 
and managed DevOps ser-
vices. 

DevOps

We provide a comprehensive 
software Quality Assurance 
and Testing practice that 
identifies the completeness, 
and quality level.

Quality Assurance

A modern enterprise relies 
on a robust applications plat-
form, and increasingly on an 
infrastructure of APIs.

APIs and Microservices 

From implementation to 
maintenance, Softtek has a 
comprehensive and long-
standing SAP practice.

SAP Services 

Softtek helps businesses 
achieve value from Agile, 
regardless of their level of 
technology, process and 
cultural maturity. 

Agile Development 


